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Spectres of Modernism
Bowater House Protest

London sells itself on being the world’s cultural capital 
with a record 6.4m visitors to Tate Modern following the 
opening of its new extension and art fairs such as Frieze 
consolidating this brand identity. Sadly, as London’s 
cultural stock has risen so has the price of housing with 
rampant over development and speculation leading 
to vast numbers of  ‘safe deposits in the sky’, empty 
apartments, mainly bought by foreign investors.

Ghost Town
Fraser Muggeridge studio  teamed up with curator Clare 
Carolin and a collective of artists to protest against one 
such planned luxury flat development, The Denizen, near 
the Barbican. Spectres of Modernism was an installation 
of banners bearing protest slogans created by a selection 
of artists and writers including Gavin Turk, Jeremy Deller, 
Cornelia Parker, Fiona Banner, Fraser Muggeridge 
and Adam Dant. The group fear that The Denizen risks 
becoming yet another ghost building. They are also 

deeply suspicious of the ‘artwashing’ strategy, through 
which civic bodies, hand in hand with the developers, 
use culture as a Trojan horse for the advancement of the 
developers’ schemes.

Wimps & Zombies 
The banners were strung from the balconies of flats in 
Bowater House in Golden Lane Estate directly opposite 
Taylor Wimpey’s planned development which has no 
provision for social housing and will leave the homes and 
schools with heavily diminished natural light.

Omni were proud to support the protest producing 19 
different banners with sharp punchy slogans such as 
‘Zombie Investors Take Stock’, ‘Homes for Heroes’, 
‘Children need sunlight to grow’ and ‘Parasites will 
starve in this carcass of culture’. The campaign was well 
supported by the press with extensive coverage in the 
Guardian and Daily Mail. 

For more information visit: 
spectresofmodernism.

wordpress.com
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Welcome to Saxnot
Scott King at Studio Voltaire

Founded in the 1930’s, Butlin’s vision was to provide 
British working class families with ‘a weeks holiday for 
a week’s pay’, an idea that quickly caught on. However, 
during the late 1970s, Butlin’s camps went into decline 
and British seaside towns would never recover.

Happy Campers
Inspired by the sucess of Butlins Holiday Camps, Scott 
King’s Welcome To Saxnot, at Studio Voltaire, proposes 
the new town of Saxnot as an invention of the fictional, 
Butlin’s inspired brand ‘Britlin’s’. Saxnot is built on 
an idealised memory of ‘how things used to be’. King 
conjures up a fantasy of Britain’s past, taking the holiday 
camp as a template for a model society: implanting the 
ethos, planning, regimentation and fun of 1970s Butlin’s 
and from it building a model for a New Britain. 

 

Utopian
Sited between an advertising campaign, trade fair, urban 
planning policy, and utopian leisure complex, Welcome 
to Saxnot forms a major new large–scale installation 
comprising a series of free–standing infographic works as 
well as printed matter and products that point to Britlin’s 
ethos and agenda. Omni were very pleased to be involved 
with the production of Saxnot. As well as printing all of the 
Dibond panels, we also constructed the wooden supports 
for the panels as well as several other items of furniture in 
the show, including tables, benches and shelves.

Until 11th February 2018 

Scott King, Welcome to Saxnot, Installation view, Studio Voltaire, 
London, 2017. Courtesy of the artist; Herald St, London; and 
Studio Voltaire, London. Credit Andy Keate
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For more information visit: 
studiovoltaire.org
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WIN WIN WIN
Exclusive to Omnipendent readers - win a goody bag of 
fantastic Saxnot merchandise if you can come up with a 
snappy jingle or slogan to promote the Saxnot brand.
Remember when all the adverts for leading brands had a 
catchy slogan, like “Beanz Meanz Heinz” or “Probably the 
Best Beer in the World” ?  Are you a Mad Man or Woman?  
Can you come with a tag line to get the public flocking 
to Saxnot? Here is one to give you the general idea -  
“Saxnot - why not?” 
Surely you can top that? Send your idea to info@
omnicolour.com without delay and win this fabulous prize.



An aphorism is defined as a short pithy statement 
which contains a general truth. Add a large slice of gay 
pride and ready wit and you have Rainbow Aphorisms, 
a series of sharp and witty one liners in bold type, on 
vibrant rainbow coloured backgrounds by Australian 
artist and activist David McDiarmid. An off-site project 
by Studio Voltaire, in partnership with This is Clapham 
and Art on the Underground, the artworks are on show 
at neighbouring LGBTQ+ venue Two Brewers, the façade 
of Studio Voltaire and Brixton Underground station. There 
are also dozens of posters, both printed and electronic, on 
escalator advertising panels around the tube, guaranteed 
to raise a smile on your journey around London.

Flying Colours
Omni were proud to be involved with the production and 
installation of the works. At the Two Brewers, we printed 
nine large Dibond panels which our team installed. As 
the venue is at the junction of a narrow street and the 
very busy Clapham High Street, a red route, it was quite 

Matters of Pith Moment
Rainbow Aphorisms by David McDiarmid
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a tricky installation but our intrepid crew came though with 
flying colours. At Brixton Station we printed and installed a 
spectacular 9 x 5 metre vinyl mural, together plus posters 
for several locations and a large Di Bond panel for the 
Studio Voltaire roof which, has a rather luminous quality 
when lit at night.

Photo’s: David McDiarmid, Rainbow Aphorisms, 
1993 - 1995, A Studio Voltaire Project, 2017
Courtesy of the artist and the Estate of David McDiarmid, Sydney 
Credit Benedict Johnson
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Rainbow Warrior
This is the first solo institutional presentation of David 
McDiarmid’s work in the UK, The larger than life Australian 
artist, designer and activist was renowned for his 
sustained artistic engagement in issues of queer identity 
and history. Rainbow Aphorisms are a series of printed 
multiples, produced from 1993 until his untimely death 
in 1995 of AIDS related illnesses, produced in response 
to his own, and his community’s, experience of the  
AIDS crisis. 

Taking The Pith
The works employ encoded camp, pithy textual 
observations and hip sensibility to convey ferociously 
witty messages, foregrounded by sugary colours. Whilst 
some works reference the virulence of tabloid newspapers 
responses to AIDS and become ironic statements, 
others are poignant and melancholic observations of the 
devastating effects of the disease. The bold san–serif texts 
are superimposed on a ground of full spectrum rainbow 

colours – referencing Gilbert Baker’s Rainbow Flag 
(1978) – Honey have you got it, Only the shallow know 
themselves are two examples of his blazing repertoire.

The project was mounted with the support and involvement 
of the David McDiarmid Estate, Sydney and will be on 
view in Clapham, Brixton and other locations until autumn 
2018.

For more information visit: 
studiovoltaire.org
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For more information visit:  
gasworks.org.uk
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Zach Blas:Contra-Internet 
Gasworks

London based artist Zach Blas recently had a major solo 
exhibition at Gasworks in Vauxhall. Contra-Internet marks 
the premier of Jubilee 2033 (2017), a science fiction film 
installation that includes, live action, CGI, blown glass 
sculptures and a single edition publication titled The End Of 
the Internet (As we Knew It). 

Orwellian
Framed by existing works in animation, moving image and 
vinyl text, the exhibition confronts the growing dominance of 
the internet. The film gives a glimpse into an Orwellian future 
where the internet has become the principle instrument 
of surveillance and control, an infrastructure that it is 
increasingly difficult to imagine an outside or alternative to. It 
has led to a supra-state monopoly that polices the internet, 
indistinguishable from the real world as everything falls 
apart, with the corpses of dead techies littering the streets.

Collapse
However, led by their AI prophet Nootropix, eager students 
are taught history, politics, art and counter- infrastructure 

after the collapse of the internet and the film closes with a 
balletic sequence that gives a more optimistic and positive 
view of the future.

Tron
The installation features photo-luminescent, glow in the dark 
text together with a large scale vinyl floor graphic, covering 
an area of over 6 x 6 metres, produced and installed by 
Omni. Combined with the CGI in the film, it is somewhat 
reminiscent of the Tron films. Blas has created a thought 
provoking, subversive and very well executed installation 
and film and we were very pleased to play a small part in 
its making.

Zach Blas, Contra-Internet, 2017. Installation view. 
Commissioned by Gasworks; Art in General, 
New York; and MU, Eindhoven. Courtesy of the artist. 
Photo: Andy Keate.
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For more information visit:  
designmuseum.org
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For the past five years Omni have produced graphics and 
signage for the Designs Of The Year exhibition at The 
Design Museum. Sponsored, once again by Beazley, it is 
now in its tenth year and held for the first time at their new 
home in Kensington High Street.

Grotto
For this year’s exhibition, London architecture studio 
Carmody Groarke and designers Micha Weidmann Studio 
created grotto-like spaces to frame each section, offering 
a stark contrast to the simple plinths and units of last 
year’s exhibition.

Nominated projects, such as a flag for refugees and 
IKEA’s snap-together furniture, are presented with a brief 
synopsis of each entry, including who nominated it, on an 
unusual, textured, frosted orange acrylic material, which 
was supplied and printed by Omni.

Beazley Designs of The Year
at the Design Museum

Pussyhat
As well all number of innovative projects, the show has 
an “activist” section, which presents a number of design 
responses to the current political climate. Projects here 
include the pink “pussyhat” with cat-shaped ears, which 
became a symbol of the Women’s March on Washington 
following Trump’s inauguration, as well as Wolfgang 
Tillmans’ Remain Campaign for the Brexit referendum.

Until 18th February 2018
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Lord Mayor’s Show
Pomp and Pagentry
For over 800 years The Lord Mayors Show has captivated 
people with its pomp, pageantry and tradition. It was 
originally held on the River Thames, hence the terms ‘floats’ 
and ‘paddles’. For the 2017 show Omni designed and 
produced a number of items for the Lime Street and Cornhill 
Ward Club, who’s president, Charles Bowman, is the new 
Mayor of London. 

Say Cheese
Their float celebrated the City and its traditions through 
the ages, from Dick Whittington and his cat to the striking 
architecture springing up in the square mile. We fabricated 
a two metre high version of The Leadenhall Building, better 
known as the Cheesegrater. The structure was pulled by a 
cart that we wrapped in vinyl with images of cheese and 
mice and finished off with chunks of giant cheese.

Omni Bus
Their float was led by a restored, horse drawn Omnibus 
that, in its original life, had plied its trade along those very 
same streets. As well as producing sign boards  and paddles 
in a rich green with mirror gold lettering, we also printed 
and installed contravision vinyl images of passengers in 
Edwardian dress on the windows that, added a period feel 
to the bus.

Concept Illustration by Jane Churchill

For more information visit:   
lstwc.org.uk
lordmayorsshow.london
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